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Abstract 

Augmented Reality (AR) is a trend technology with many applications for domestic 
consumers. On the past it was developed significant projects with the objective to introduce 
AR in industrial environments, but did those projects be succeeded? 
AR looks like to be a powerful technology, but can it be applied to industrial environments? 
And for the Maintenance sector in particular? 
This paper pretends to answer the above questions and explain how to overcome restrictions 
detected on previous projects by presenting some results from a project under development, 
(Oliveira et al., 2012). 
It will also be presented a Computer Maintenance Management Systems (CMMS) called 
SMIT (Farinha et al., 2008) and its innovations with the integration of modules like active 3D 
models for technical assets and an AR module. 
Machines are enabled to do more and more complex tasks and, consequently, their 
maintenance is becoming more complex too. This gain of complexity might need new tools to 
support maintenance interventions and also demands new methodologies to implement for the 
technicians training in order to perform a better apprenticeship aiming to minimize the cost of 
each maintenance intervention. AR can give a great contribute to enhance training conditions 
and technicians capabilities. 

1 Introduction 

There are several technologies and tools that may help to improve significantly the 
maintenance sector like oil, thermography, and vibration analysis, among others. These on-
condition tools, in conjunction with Computer Maintenance Management Systems (CMMS) 
help to prevent malfunctions and to diagnose the cause of them. 



During an intervention a technician may be supported by checklists, technical handbooks or 
tools that simulate equipment on a virtual environment to avoid mistakes and showing how to 
proceed. However, technicians have to visualize instructions on specific supports and identify 
target components on the real environment. With Augmented Reality (AR) instructions may 
be given automatically over the real scenario and the technician’s focus is kept on equipment. 
An AR system must be also interactive, which means that the technicians can request more 
information about components and procedures, and fill reports through an intuitive human-
machine interaction that can be achieved through gestures or speech recognition. 

Nowadays, AR is a trend on consumer market, but for industry sector, mainly maintenance 
sector, it represents a high demand and expectation, due the requirements and failing costs on 
those sectors. While in consumer market the identification of components is made through 
markers, in most industrial environments the placement of markers is unpractical. An 
exception is on training sessions where some modifications are allowed. 

The AR concept comes from aeronautical industry at ninety decade (Sims (1994)). There are 
several AR definitions but two are more significantly: the Azuma concept that refers that a 
system to  be  considered  an  AR system should  fulfill  three  requirements  (combines  real  and  
virtual; interactive in real-time; registered in 3D) (Azuma et al. (2001)); Milgram locates the 
AR on a diagram between real environment and Virtual Reality (VR) that represents the head 
of this diagram, in which also includes AR inside Mixed Reality (MR), (Milgram et al. 
(1994)). According to recent developments and with the objective to avoid misunderstanding 
about the concept of AR, it may be defined using a combination of both concepts, i.e., a 
mostly real environment enhanced with virtual features where is possible to interact with the 
AR scenario. 

AR can be experienced directly using an image projector that projects virtual features over the 
real environment or by an optical see-through head-mounted display, where virtual parts are 
shown on translucent screens. Alternatively, indirect methods reproduce not only the virtual 
features but also the real environment on screens, as is the case of tablets, smartphones, 
computer monitors and video see-through head-mounted displays – usually used for virtual 
reality. 

Equipment are becoming more complex what impose new boundaries to maintenance and to 
guarantee the best levels of equipment’s reliability, what implies to enable maintenance sector 
with sophisticated tools. 

The tendency is to increase the level of integration among systems within the organizations. 
In this situation it means to integrate CMMS with on-condition predictive maintenance 
modules, with Expert Systems, with Geographic Information Systems, with Technical Assets 
3D models, and with AR modules. 

The remaining of this paper is organized: in section 2 are presented previous AR projects on 
industry; section 3 contains a brief description of the components of an AR system; then, on 
section 4, the CMMS SMIT is described while results from a project that is being conducted 
are presented; finally, section 6 contain the conclusions of this paper. 



2 Augmented Reality projects 

Due to recent developments of AR on consumer market, the concept was spread worldwide 
very  fast.  They  are  known  some  potentialities  of  AR  but  not  all  of  them,  neither  their  
limitations. Initially one of AR restrictions was related to the display equipment that reduced 
the portability of an AR system as well as its size and weight. 

A clear advantage of AR is their capacity to superimpose invisible effects on real environment 
as is the case of air flow or the procedures to (dis)assembly equipment. The hope of new 
achievements of AR in industrial sectors is enormous, not only for maintenance activity but 
also for production and project sectors. With the increasing of AR projects and their extension 
for many areas as is the case of medical ones. 

Besides AR projects faced different technological limitations, many of them are related to 
hardware as stated at (Weidenhausen et al. (2003)). It was achieved significant and promising 
results and also identified gaps and prospective directions for future AR projects with 
appliance on industry. 

Among the several industrial AR projects implemented, one of them was relevance for 
maintenance and industrial AR in general, the ARVIKA project, (Weidenhausen et al. (2003)) 
(Friedrich (2002)). This was a project that congregated strong players from automotive and 
aerospace industries and also technological centres (Figure 1) with the objective to develop 
AR solutions for industry; it was developed from 1999 to 2003. The AR systems for this 
project used speech recognition to interact with the system, markers in order to retrieve 
equipment’s positioning and to identify virtual contents to display, head-mounted displays as 
output devices and an user interface framework to run on a browser. From ARVIKA project 
one prototype was applied to real industrial environments, the Intelligent Welding Gun 
(Echtler et al. (2004)) that requires reflective markers to estimate the pose of components on 
the scene. Just after the ARVIKA project a new project (ARTESAS) started aiming to solve 
problems identified on ARVIKA and was developed by the most significant players of 
ARVIKA. 

 

Figure 1. Players of ARVIKA consortium 

Other European project about AR for industrial application with focus on maintenance sector 
was the STARMATE project, (Schwald and de Laval (2003)) that achieved good results but 
only validated on laboratorial environment. The AR system developed for training was 



composed by two cameras and retro-reflective markers. The use of markers was identified as 
a clear handicap of the AR systems because they delay the implementation of AR on 
industrial environments. Despite the limitations of the developed system, AR was identified 
as a technology with huge potential for maintenance. 

For maintenance of defence equipment was developed the ARMAR project, an AR system for 
training maintenance interventions, (Henderson and Feiner (2009)), (Henderson and Feiner 
(2008)). It was applied a system to track the user’s head in order to indicate the location of 
target components using different AR output methods and to evaluate the time spent on each 
method. Due existing restrictions about the use of devices like keyboards to interact with the 
AR system on some industries, the human interaction with ARMAR system was through 
gestures recognition using a separate camera. This project is also interesting because it studied 
the functionality of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) and evaluated the performance of 
gesture recognition algorithm for a vertical layout of virtual buttons. 

 

Figure 2. Marker on equipment of ARMAR project, (ARMAR project webpage (2013)) 

Apart from maintenance sector, AR is also being applied on medical environments mainly 
encouraged by spatial agencies that aim to develop a tool to support astronauts on medical 
interventions, as is the case of CAMDASS project supported by the European Space Agency 
(Nevatia et al. (2013)). It is already on market a system that identifies veins on patients that is 
being validated on several health care facilities, (Phipps et al. (2011)). Besides the target of 
previous projects is not the maintenance sector, due the criticism of medical equipment those 
projects must be carefully evaluated in order to identify the methods and technologies used 
that may be applied on AR maintenance systems. 

Although MiRA project is being developed, (EADS (2011)), it is already robust enough to be 
applied on industrial environments. MiRA is an AR marker based tool used to verify 
secondary structural brackets and pipes on airplanes fuselage. This AR tool minimize the time 
spent on checking those attributes from 300 hours to 60 hours and reduce by 40% late 
discoveries of noncompliance. 

Other projects are transversal and may be applied on different industrial sectors. An AR 
system was implemented on a navigation system to guide technicians in a nuclear power 



plant, apart from indicate the right directions the system also issue warnings to advise high 
pressure and temperature pipes or equipment that are operating and may cause accidents. This 
system operates based on markers placed along the paths, (Ishii et al. (2007)). 

More industrial AR projects can be found at (Fite-Georgel (2011)) in which is presented a 
survey not only for maintenance AR systems but for industry in general. It is also referred that 
did not exist yet an AR system fully capable to be implemented in industrial environment. 
However, other AR surveys present industrial and non-industrial AR system as well as AR 
equipment, (Oliveira and Farinha (2012)) (van Krevelen and Poelman (2010)) and (Ong et al. 
(2008)). 

The above projects confirm the potential of AR in industry and just because from the majority 
of those projects did not result a commercial AR system for industrial environments doesn’t 
mean they failed; they have identified technological limitations that were solved or are being 
solved to be possible implementing in a near future in industrial AR systems. 

3 Augmented Reality equipment 

An AR system requires a camera to capture the real environment, a processing unit and an 
output device. Advanced AR systems use also a microphone combined with speech 
recognition algorithms for human-machine interaction, a sound system to present information 
and or artificial light system for a better performance of the vision system. 

The AR environment is generated by libraries that identify the marker on the scene and 
retrieve their pose to display the virtual contents associated to each marker, Figure 3. Those 
contents may be static or dynamic animations that will be superimposed on captured images 
and they are adjusted to the pose of the marker; if the marker is rotated the animation is 
shown from a different point of view. 

  

Figure 3. (left) real environment; (right) virtual features on AR environment 

All procedures to develop an AR application, since image acquisition until displaying the AR 
environment are available in AR libraries. The most common library is the ARtoolkit 
(ARtoolkit (2013)), or other libraries based on this one with specific improvements, like a 
better algorithm to recognize partially occluded markers. The main steps of an AR library are 
presented at Figure 4. 



A critical component of an AR system is the processing unit; it will depend on the 
requirements  of  the  system,  namely  its  portability,  processing  time  capacity  and  remote  
access. Tablets or smartphones are very interesting because they work as an all-in-one 
package. However, they have lower processing capacity and did not represent the best 
solution to deal directly with large amount of data. For more demanding tasks a local 
computer must be used to manage data. Another alternative is cloud computing, where a local 
device acquire images from the scene; send it to the server and this return an image with the 
AR scenario to be displayed. But, this requires fast connections between the final client and 
the server. The most significant problem with remote access is to ensure the connection 
security, which is a relevant topic on military aviation (Fransson and Candell (2012)). 

 

Figure 4. Basic steps of an AR application, (ARtoolkit (2013)) 

Constant developments on output devices for VR and AR enable the change from big size 
head-mounted displays to the recent ones that are much more compact, as represented at 
Figure 5; their development still very active with new patents registered, (Martins (2010)). 

 

Figure 5. EyeD head-mounted display 

The development of compact image projectors may enable another way to represent AR 
environments on AR systems with some demands of portability. 



4 CMMS 

With the advent of information systems, many aspects of the maintenance activity have 
evolved, particularly due the increasing of research and development (R&D) carried out and, 
following this, through the tools available to users, as is the case of CMMS that are of great 
diversity, but they have many similar aspects, such as those involved in the management of 
the main areas of operation and maintenance that have many common data that support and 
feedback the information systems. 

Given these characteristics, it is important to understand the structure of an information 
system for maintenance, with the goal of its potential extrapolation to any other system. 

The information system presented here is referred to as SMIT (the Portuguese acronym of 
Integrated Modular Terology System), which has the following characteristics: 

• Integrated Modular System, which means an information system developed in a 
modular way, integrating the various modules required to manage the maintenance 
function and the ability to integrate new modules; 

• Terology, which is the concept behind it, and which has the following definition: 
o Terology is defined as the combined utilization of operational research techniques, 

information management and engineering, with the objective of accompanying the 
life cycle of facilities and equipment. Terology includes the definition of 
specifications of purchase, installation and reception, and also the management and 
control of maintenance, modification and replacement of facilities and equipment 
and their accompanying in service, (Farinha (1997)) and (Farinha (2011)). 

Nowadays, SMIT (Figure 6) consists of the following modules: 

• Maintenance Objects (MO) – Technical Assets; 
• Clients of OM; 
• Suppliers; 
• Technicians; 
• Tools; 
• Spare Parts; 
• Working Orders (WO); 
• Requests for Interventions; 
• Maintenance Diagnosis; 
• Maintenance Plans; 
• Gantt Chart. 

 

Figure 6. Main Logo of SMIT 



To  implement  any  CMMS,  including  SMIT,  a  prior  diagnosis  must  be  performed,  with  the  
aim to prepare organizations for the installation and faster entry into production of the 
CMMS. This step can be the differentiating element in shortening return on investment and 
rationalization of maintenance costs, (Raposo et al. (2012)). 

Additionally, any CMMS ought to have the capacity to communicate with other information 
systems,  as  the  SAP  among  others,  and  the  ability  to  incorporate  new  modules  and  new  
technological tools. 

About the communication with other systems, when the capacity of communications with 
other systems is analyzed, each situation must be managed individually. However, the 
communication must be done, being directly through direct communication among databases 
or through specific drivers that direct or indirectly permit the data interchanging and 
updatability. 

These aspects are related to the ability of a CMMS to incorporate new modules and new 
technological tools, that is one of the strongest capabilities of SMIT. 

5 Developments 

From the results of previous projects about implementing AR to support maintenance tasks it 
is clear that AR allows minimizing intervention times, improving the quality of interventions 
and thus lowering the maintenance costs. However, a constraint was identified on most 
projects – the use of markers. 

Markers represent an easy way to identify the target component and their respective pose on 
the scene but, on the other hand, it is unpractical to place makers on all assets, (Oliveira et al. 
(2012)). Furthermore, when using markers it is required that a marker is always visible on the 
target component, which means that more than one marker per component must be applied. 

Identification of components and verification of their quality is a task already done on 
production lines through image processing techniques where it is possible to control many 
parameters, applying chambers to control light conditions or even to know the pose of the 
component. Nevertheless, for field maintenance interventions it is impossible to control all of 
those parameters. 

To overcome the constraint of markers it was already tested an approach based on reference 
images but, it just works on very restrictive conditions, (Weidenhausen et al. (2003)). In the 
same paper is mentioned that it is required that an AR system fast and precise, being a 
possible solution the identifying of the target components by their shape (Figure 7), as 
proposed at (Oliveira et al. (2012)). 

 



   

Figure 7. Object's detection without markers 

In order to generate an AR environment from real scene images, as schematized on 
 Figure 8, it is used image processing libraries to identify the target components 
based  on  their  3D  CAD  model  and  to  retrieve  their  pose  for  a  good  presentation  of  virtual  
contents. It was already verified that it is possible to identify small components on non-ideal 
conditions  (Figure  9),  but  for  large  working  areas  the  standard  process  is  too  slow for  real-
time applications. To enhance the response of the system it is being applied prediction 
methods to reduce the processing times. 

 

 Figure 8. From a real environment to an AR environment  

 

Figure 9. Detection of components on noisy environments 

The identification of components by their geometry is being developed at Smart Industrial 
Robotics and Management group of CEMUC and partial results showed that it is possible to 
reduce more than 80% the time spent on identification of components by standard solutions 
and also to avoid mismatching cases when applying prediction methods. Through this method 
it is also easy to apply changes on equipment and after it to identify the changed components; 
it only is required to update the system with new 3D models. 



An AR system is  more  powerful  when combined  with  systems like  SMIT,  where  an  expert  
system is available to support technicians solving faults aided by the history of each technical 
asset. 

6 Conclusions 

AR will be a daily reality on industrial facilities starting from training environments due their 
lower restrictions. However, the first AR commercial solutions were developed to this sector 
and for marketing campaigns, where AR was a success, because even a strange product or 
brand can be memorized after a good campaign based on this technology. 

AR represents a huge potential of improvement even without related technologies fully 
developed. It requires to overcome the use of markers to enlarge the implementations of AR 
on industrial context and developed new tools to support maintenance technicians to maintain 
and repair new and complex equipment. 
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